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From the beginning of our time, in all cultures, trees have maintained their spiritual 

significance. Regarded as silent sentinels, trees have called this planet home long before we 

walked it. The tree in many forms represents a gnosis within our subconscious. For example, the 

term “as above, so below” is one that has associations with the tree. Limber branches reaching 

for nourishment from the celestial above and gnarled roots drawing the grounding energies of the 

Earth. Now, in the present age, the concept of “tree worship” is one that brings to mind pagan 

conceptions, either through vibrational healing or esoteric entities. 

At the age of 20, I learned a technique similar to a walking meditation. The idea is to curl 

each step from heel to toe in order to walk silently. Once I had learned this practice, I was 

instructed to move through the woods and simply observe. I noticed that in my quiet steps, the 

forest acted as if I wasn’t there. I was able to feel and see colors moving among the trees, akin to 

auras. Not only had my silence assisted in the ability to see these energies, moving with 

deliberation had put me in a comparable frequency with that of the surrounding trees. This 

experience opened my eyes to the vibrational healing capacity of trees. Sitting beneath a tree 

while in a state of gnosis, helps to root oneself to the tree’s energy. This can remove negative 

blockages and replenish the self.  

With energy, comes Spirit. It is a belief in my practice that all things hold a Spirit. The 

Spirit of a tree is one that has birthed many names in folk mythology around the world. Yet none 

have become so renowned as the entity known as the Dryad. Dryads are also known as 

Hamadryads, a term coined from ancient Greek to mean the Spirit of an oak. However, now the 

name is used for all manner of wood nymph and spirits.  

All forests, at some point, hold within them a ‘Mother Tree’. The Mother Tree being the 

oldest tree of the forest from where many of the offspring originate. This is what I believe to be 

the Dryad. The tree Spirit matures within its physical self, and once a level of maturity has been 

achieved (which is rarely permitted in this modern age) the tree can use its intricate network of 

roots and symbiotic subterranean fungi to spirit travel for as far as its wooded boundary would 

allow. This is a form of astral travel, where the energy of a tree can manifest itself in a conscious 

form. It is comparable to electrical impulses firing through neurons to create an image in one’s 

mind. Dryads are often regarded as malevolent entities in mythology and legend. However, 

Dryads as well as other forms of Spirit should be treated objectively. For humanity is probably 

the greatest threat to a forest’s survival. It is a natural conclusion that any interference or trespass 

with the Mother Spirit would be met with hostility. Regardless of what you believe, a truth that 

no human could deny is that trees are important to us as a species, ecologically and spiritually.  

 


